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ISLAMIC ART, RUGS &
CARPETS
“Our upcoming auction promises to be
an exciting event, with over 110 items of
African, Oceanic, and Pre-Columbian
works of art from Old European Collections. Many of the pieces will come
with important provenance; Paolo Morigi, J.J. Klegman, René Rasmussen
and André Derain to name a few. Our
highlights include an Important Seated Lobi figure carved by Lukena Pale,
circa 1910, A Bakota Reliquary Figure sold by J.J. Klegman in 1959, and
a very fine and rare Yoruba Maternity
Shango Staff.”
PATRICK MORGAN
Expert in Tribal Art and
curator of this auction
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1 | Nias, Fine Seated Ancestor Figure, Sumatra, Early 20th C.
Wood
Nias peoples, Sumatra, Indonesia, early 20th century
High towering three-parted headdress
Wearing a pendant earring on the right ear (a prerogative for
titled male members of the Nias culture)
Prominent brows above diamond-shaped eyes and a large
nose
Slender cylindrical torso with arms carved away from the
body and on thick flexed legs with large feet
Mounted on a square wooden base
Height: 33.5 cm
Provenance: Bodes en Bode, Den Haag; Michel Thieme,
Amsterdam; Hans van Houwelingen, Amsterdam

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 2,400.00
€ 5,000.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-1

2 | Dayak, Ancestor Post ‘Hampatong’, Borneo, c. 1900
Wood, presumably iron wood
Dayak peoples, Borneo, Indonesia, circa 1900
Sculpturally carved figure standing on a round plinth
The face with protruding eyes, slightly open mouth and
beard
High elaborate headdress adorned with ornate leaves
Holding a smaller figures upside-down in front of the body
Deep weathering patina of age
Mounted on a high plinth
Height: 104 cm
Provenance: ex-collection Heinrich Harrer, Austria

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 3,000.00
€ 6,000.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-2
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3 | Large and Important Mask, Papua New Guinea, 19th/ 20th C.
Wood, shells, pigments
Probably Yangoru or Boiken, Papua New Guinea, late 19th or
early 20th century
Of oval shape
Bulging forehead, simple round eye holes, large prominent
nose and triangular mouth
Pierced holes along the rim
On the right side decorated with two inlaid shells
Expressively painted in red and black
Deep varied patina of age and use
Mounted on a metal stand with wooden base
Dimensions: 55.5 x 21.5 cm
Good condition
Provenance: Old European Collection

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 5,000.00
€ 10,000.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-3

4 | Hook Mask ‘Garra’, Hunstein Mountains, Papua New Guinea
Wood with natural red, yellow, black and white pigments
Hunstein Mountains, Papua New Guinea
Of highly abstract form
Large oval mask with conical eyes in the center and four
hook-like projections on the upper and lower portions of the
mask
With balanced bands of color and white dot outlines in the
center of the bands
On the back of the base with collector's label 'HOOK
FIGURE, HUNSTEIN MOUNTAINS / PAPUA NEW GUINEA
/ COLLECTED 1971'
Dimensions: 77 x 29 cm
Good condition
Provenance: field-collected in 1971

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 9,000.00
€ 18,000.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-4
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5 | Asmat, War Shield, Papua New Guinea
Wood with natural pigments of red, black and white
Asmat peoples, Papua New Guinea
Traditional war shield of elongated form with tapered tip
With classical symmetrical motifs from top to bottom
A carved handle on the back
Height: 197.5 cm
Good condition

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 400.00
€ 800.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-5

6 | Green River War Shield, Papua New Guinea
Wood with natural pigments of red, black and white
Green River, Upper Sepik River area, Papua New Guinea
Traditional war shield of rectangular form
With mirrored symmetrical motifs carved in relief
Still retaining its top finial
Height: 123 cm
Very good condition

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 400.00
€ 800.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-6
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7 | Asmat, War Shield, Papua New Guinea
Wood with natural pigments of red, black and white
Asmat peoples, Papua New Guinea
Traditional war shield of elongated form
With classical scroll motifs from top to bottom
The top with an openwork projection
A carved handle on the back
Height: 198 cm
Good condition

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 300.00
€ 600.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-7

8 | Rare Lake Sentani Ceremonial Serving Tray, New Guinea
Wood
Lake Sentani, Papua Province, New Guinea
Of elongated elliptical form
With complex interlocking and elongated oval patterns
carved in relief
Accented in natural pigments of black and white
The top with a small projecting loop
Mounted on a metal stand with wooden base
Dimensions: 70 x 21.5 cm
Good condition
Provenance: Old European Collection

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 4,000.00
€ 8,000.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-8
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9 | Fine and Large Mosquito Mask, Papua New Guinea, 19th/20th C.
Wood with shell and fiber attachments
West Sepik region, Papua New Guinea, late 19th or early
20th century
Oval mask with bulbous forehead, elongated beak-like nose
and small slit eyes to either side
The nose adorned with delicate and partly openwork carving
Banded colors of natural pigments on surface of mask
The upper rim with hole for suspension
Deep encrusted patina of age and ritual use
Mounted on a metal stand with wooden base
Dimensions: 70 x 21 cm
Good condition
Provenance: Old Dutch Collection

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 8,000.00
€ 16,000.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-9

10 | Biwat, Human Hook Figure, ex-Collection John & Marcia Friede
Wood
Biwat peoples, Lower Sepik River, Papua New Guinea
A seated female figure with arms bent and legs opened and
flexed to the sides
Beautifully symmetrical body with small pendant breasts,
bulbous abdomen with protruding navel and accentuated sex
Expressively carved face with a long hooked nose, deep
round eyes inlaid with shells and protruding slit mouth
Fine varied reddish brown patina of use with remains of
ochre-red pigment
A carved hole for suspension to the back of the head
Mounted on a metal base
Height: 50 cm
Good condition
Provenance: ex-Collection John & Marcia Friede, Long
Island, USA; Philip and Rosalind Goldman, London

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 18,000.00
€ 36,000.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-10
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11 | Fine and Important ‘Moai Kavakava’ Figure, Easter Island
Wood, shell or fish vertebrae and obsidian
Easter Islands, 19th century or earlier
Depicting an emaciated male figure with arms carved away
from the body
Skeletal details (rib cage, collar bones and spine) clearly
visible
Skull-like head with deep eye sockets inlaid with shell or fish
vertebrae and obsidian, finely etched brow, elongated ears,
large nose, large mouth showing teeth and a prominent chin
with beard
Elongated graceful torso, small phallus, slender legs with
small stub feet
The ears with typical pendant ornaments and the top of the
head incised with an enigmatic figural motif, possibly a
tattoo
The neck of the figure with a suspension hole for a fiber
cord used in ceremonial rituals
Height: 38.5 cm
Good condition
Provenance: Old European Collection

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 60,000.00
€ 120,000.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-11

12 | New Ireland ‘Malagan’ Figure, Papua New Guinea
Wood with natural pigments and paua shell eyes
Bismarck Archipelago, New Ireland, Papua New Guinea
Tall flat body on bent legs with large cylindrical head
surrounded by a curved openwork structure rising from a
post-like base
Expressively carved face with large eyes, triangular nose
and broad open mouth showing teeth
High crested headdress with two blade-shaped projections
Vividly adorned in black, white and red complex linear
designs all-over
Mounted on a wooden base
Height: 111.5 cm
Good condition
Provenance: Old European Collection

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 10,000.00
€ 20,000.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-12
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13 | Songye, Small Male Fetish Figure ‘Nkisi’, D. R. Congo
Wood, horn, shell, metal, fiber attachments
Songye peoples, D. R. Congo
Standing with the feet bound together, the arms carved
partially away from the body and the hands resting on the
abdomen
Multiple magical attachments on arms, neck, head and feet
A drilling to the navel (crypto-fetish)
Compact and expressive face
Dark brown glossy patina of use
Mounted on a wooden base
Height: 16.5 cm
Good condition

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 1,000.00
€ 2,000.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-13

14 | Songye, Rare Maternity Figure, D. R. Congo, c. 1920
Wood, blue glass beads
Songye peoples, D. R. Congo, circa 1920
The main figure standing on straight legs and large flat feet
The infant sitting on the mother’s shoulders, its arms resting
atop her head
The mother supporting the child’s feet with her arms bent
Both face with slight downward gaze and narrow mouth
Light glossy orange patina
Mounted on a dark brown wooden base
Height: 19 cm
Very good condition
Provenance: Old Belgian Collection

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 1,500.00
€ 3,000.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-14
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15 | Songye, Crouching Figure, D. R. Congo, c. 1920
Wood
Songye peoples, D. R. Congo, circa 1920
In crouching position on semi-flexed knees over large square
feet, the elongated arms looping up and the hands touching
the face
The expressive face with crescent brows, triangular nose
and incised mouth, flanked by c-shaped ears and
surmounted by finely braided hair
Dry orange patina
Mounted on a black wooden base
Height: 14.5 cm
Good condition
Provenance: Colonial Collection, Belgium

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 1,000.00
€ 2,000.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-15

16 | Songye, Janus Staff Finial, exCollection André Schoeller
Holz
Songye peoples, D. R. Congo, early 20th century
Janus-headed staff top or knife handle
Male/female double head with two rings below the neck
The faces with protruding eyes and mouth
One head with grooved coiffure
On a highly unusual and abstract hourglass-shaped base
Deep rich black patina of use
Mounted on a wooden base
Height: 17.5 cm
Good condition
Provenance: exCollection André Schoeller, Paris, France

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 1,000.00
€ 2,000.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-16
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17 | Ngbaka, Standing Figure, D. R. Congo, Early 20th C.
Wood
Ngbaka peoples, Congo, early 20th century
The arms carved to the sides of the body and slightly bent,
small protruding breasts and navel, standing on zig-zag legs
The face with coffee bean-shaped eyes, horizontal
scarification along forehead and nose, flanked by c-shaped
ears
Fine horizontal linear coiffure
Deep rich brown to black glossy patina of use
Old inventory number ‘B.K./COL. BE. 8’ on back of the right
leg
Mounted in a stepped black wooden base
Height: 30.5 cm
Good condition
Provenance: Private collection Liège, Belgium, acquired at
auction in Liège in the 1990s

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 3,000.00
€ 6,000.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-17

18 | Ngbaka, Important Standing Female Figure, Congo, Early 20th C.
Wood
Ngbaka peoples, D. R. Congo, early 20th century
Of highly abstract and minimalist forms
Standing on simple straight legs and small round feet, with
arms carved slightly away from the body
Five bands of aluminum and brass bangles around the neck,
wrists and ankles
Small white bead inset eyes
Linear scarification on the forehead and temples, lightly
carved c-shaped ears framing the head
Small protruding brass breasts and a prominent sex
Overall fine dark brown patina of age and ritual use
On the back of the right leg with stamped collector’s number
‘309’ and old label ‘309’
Height: 54.5 cm
Good condition
Provenance: Private Collection, Belgium

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 9,000.00
€ 18,000.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-18
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19 | Nsapo-Nsapo, Standing Figure, D. R. Congo
Wood
Nsapo-Nsapo peoples, D. R. Congo
Rising from a circular base and standing on semi-flexed legs
and large feet, one hand touching the right ear
The face with large nose, oval eyes, smiling mouth,
surmounted by a complex and layered back-swept coiffure
Dark to light brown dry patina of use
Mounted on a square base
Height: 27 cm
Good condition

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 1,500.00
€ 3,000.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-19

20 | Lulua, Standing Figure, D. R. Congo
Wood
Lulua peoples, D. R. Congo
The body with accentuated muscles on semi-flexed legs, the
arms away from the body and the hands resting on the
abdomen
Long ribbed neck with carved wood beaded necklace and
wearing a ceremonial loin cloth
Coffee bean eyes, a triangular nose and diminutive mouth,
flanked by c-shaped ears
Scarifications on the cheeks, crown of the head, abdomen
and thighs
Deep reddish brown, glossy patina of use
Mounted in a black wooden base
Height: 28 cm
Provence: ex Didier Claes, Brussels, Belgium

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 6,000.00
€ 12,000.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-20
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21 | Mongo Ekonda, Bronze Anklet and Wood Mold, D. R. Congo
Bronze and wood
Mongo Ekonda peoples, D. R. Congo, early 20th century
The anklet decorated with a linear design of grooves and
ridges, with a beautiful varied patina of wear
The wood form used to cast body ornaments of this type,
with a black encrusted patina
Height anklet: 26 cm
Dimensions mold: 34.5 x 18 cm
Good condition
Provenance: Private Collection, Berlin
Object is regular taxed. 19% VAT is added to the purchase
price for deliveries within the EU.

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 900.00
€ 1,800.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-21

22 | Azande, Throwing Knife ‘Kpinga’, D. R. Congo, Early 20th C.
Iron
Azande peoples, D. R. Congo, early 20th century
Long handle with three projecting blades in different shapes
The blade decorated with ornamental incisions on one side
Mounted on a metal base
Length: 45 cm
Good condition

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 200.00
€ 400.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-22
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23 | Rare Hadendoa Short Sword & Loloke Knife with Scabbard
Iron, wood, brass, copper
Hadendoa peoples, Eritrea and Loloke peoples, D. R. Congo
The Hadendoa sword with a short blade and x-shaped carved
wooden handle
The Loloke knife with a straight blade and wooden sheath
elaborately decorated with iron and brass
Length: 31 and 35 cm
Good condition

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 200.00
€ 400.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-23

24 | Mangbetu, Harp ‘Kundi’, D. R. Congo
Wood, leather and fiber cord
Mangbetu peoples, D. R. Congo
The body covered with leather
Two resonance holes
The pegs and strings preserved
An expressive ovoid head carved on the upper most portion
The face with prominent nose ridge and enlarged ears
Deep glossy patina of use
With custom-made display stand
Dimensions: 69.5 x 19 cm
Good condition
Provenance: Old European Collection

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 2,400.00
€ 5,000.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-24
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25 | Pende, Sickness Mask ‘Mbangu’, D. R. Congo
Wood
Pende peoples, D. R. Congo
Two asymmetrical sides of the face with distorted features
Large heavy-lidded downcast eyes, large asymmetric nose
and asymmetric, open mouth showing teeth
Complete with dual color raffia coiffure and raffia cloth
attached to the chin
Mounted on a stand with wooden base
Dimensions: 30 x 23 cm
Good condition
Provenance: Old European Collection

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 1,000.00
€ 2,000.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-25

26 | Lwalwa, Mask, D. R. Congo, c. 1940
Wood, brass
Lwalwa peoples, D. R. Congo, circa 1940
The abstract face with a heavy brow over a large nose,
protruding mouth and rectangular eyes
Linear scarifications accenting the head, forehead, nose and
chin and white pigment inside the mouth
Ears with brass studs and small hole behind each ear
Inside with original rope attached to a hole between the
mouth and nose
Fine patina
Old label on inside with faded lettering on the inside
Mounted on a metal stand
Dimensions: 30 x 16.5 cm
Good condition
Provenance: Patric Claes

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 3,000.00
€ 6,000.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-26
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27 | Shia, Rare Mask with Raffia Beard, Congo
Wood, raffia
Shia peoples, Congo
Angular face with large protruding coffee bean eyes with
large slit openings below a heavy brow, rectangular nose and
open carved mouth
Long raffia beard attached to the base of the mask
Pierced upper rim
Varied encrusted kaolin pigment covering entire surface
Mounted on a wooden stand
Dimensions: 56 x 17.5 cm
Good condition
Provenance: Old European Collection

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 1,500.00
€ 3,000.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-27

28 | Lega, Mask ‘Idimu’, D. R. Congo
Wood with encrusted kaolin
Lega peoples, D. R. Congo
Typical concave heart-shaped facial plane with elongated
nose ridge flanked by coffee-bean eyes, wide exterior facial
plane around circumference of mask, rectangular mouth
situated just below the kaolin encrusted surface of the mask
Pierced ears and nostrils
Incised circles along the contour of the forehead
Piercings for suspension around the rim
Good patina of age and ritual use
Mounted in a wooden stand
Dimensions: 31 x 28.5 cm
Good condition
Provenance: Old German collection

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 2,000.00
€ 4,000.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-28
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29 | Kuba, ‘Ngady Amwaash’ Mask, D. R. Congo
Wood, glass beads, cowrie shells, raffia, pigment
Bushoong peoples, Kuba Kingdom, D. R. Congo
Elaborately painted mask with complex geometric patterns
covering the entire surface
Complemented by glass beads above the eyebrows and
running down the central ridge of the nose
High crown-like raffia head cover woven with cowrie shells
and additional beads
Height: 43 cm
Very good condition
Object is regular taxed. 19% VAT is added to the purchase
price for deliveries within the EU.

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 3,000.00
€ 6,000.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-29

30 | Kuba Helmet Mask ‘Bwoom’, D. R. Congo
Wood
Kuba people, D. R. Congo
The surface of the mask covered with bold geometric and
dot painted pigments in black, red, yellow and orange
Typical hairstyle with large bulbous forehead, small triangular
sideburns, large protruding coffee bean eyes, very large
nose and small slightly triangular mouth
The forehead incised with a triangle-shaped pattern
With holes for a raffia cover pierced into the lower portion of
mask
Dimensions: 38 x 33 cm
Good condition
Provenance: Old European Collection

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 1,000.00
€ 2,000.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-30
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31 | Kuba, Long Ceremonial Wrap Skirt, D. R. Congo, Early 20th C.
Raffia weaving
Kuba peoples, D. R. Congo, early 20th century
With elaborately embroidered geometric patterns, which
some have interpreted as a map of the stars
A single band of red raffia marks the bottom of the skirt
Dimensions: approx. 300 x 77 cm

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 300.00
€ 600.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-31

32 | Kuba, Chief’s Wrap Skirt, D. R. Congo
Raffia weaving
Kuba peoples, D. R. Congo, early 20th century
The central rectangle of red kasai velvet woven with fine
criss-cross patterns
The surrounding borders with interlocking diamond pattern
embroidery
Dimensions: approx. 183 x 61 cm

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 400.00
€ 800.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-32
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33 | Mangbetu, Figural Pipe Bowl, D. R. Congo, circa 1930
Wood
Mangbetu peoples, D. R. Congo, circa 1930
Seated figure with stretched-out legs, the bent arms to the
sides
The face engraved with scarification on cheeks, long nose,
oval eyes und small mouth
The narrow elongated head surmounted by an unusual ‘pain
au sucre’ coiffure
The pipe bowl emerging from the center of the torso
Light brown patina
Mounted on a high brown wooden base
Dimensions: 11 x 7.5 x 5.5 cm
Very good condition
Provenance: Old Belgian Collection

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 1,000.00
€ 2,000.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-33

34 | Hemba, Ancestor Figure ‘Singiti’, exCollection Paolo Morigi
Wood
Hemba peoples, D. R. Congo, circa 1900
Depicting a standing chief with arms carved away from the
body, slightly bent and resting on the sides of the bulging
abdomen
The tall torso with square chest and protruding navel on short
muscular legs and flat well-defined feet rising from a circular
plinth
The face with large slanted coffee bean eyes, slender nose and
small expressive up-turned mouth
The coiffure projecting to the back and with cross-shaped motif
Complex adze carving throughout
Deep oily black patina of use
On the back of the plinth with collector’s label ‘Morigi Lugano No.
395’
Mounted on a black wooden baseHeight: 57 cm; Good condition
Provenance: ex-Collection Paolo Morigi, Lugano, Switzerland;
Sotheby’s Paris, 2005, Lot 106

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 8,000.00
€ 16,000.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-34
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35 | Yaka, Group of Figures of a Family, D. R. Congo
Wood
Yaka peoples, D. R. Congo
Sculptural representation of a family of four
The father with a child on his shoulders, the mother standing
before them holding an infant in her arms
Both growing from a naturalistic plinth
The faces each with coffee bean eyes and scarifications on
the cheeks, flanked by c-shaped ears
Greasy dark brown patina
Mounted on a round black Victorian era base
Height: 49.5 cm
Good condition
Provenance: Private collection, Berlin

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 500.00
€ 1,000.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-35

36 | Luba, Male Figure, D. R. Congo, Early 20th C.
Light wood
Luba peoples, D. R. Congo, early 20th century
Standing with arms carved away from the body and hands
resting on belly
The face with coffee bean eyes, rectangular nose, pursed
lips and crowned by a minimalist coiffure above the
forehead of zig-zag lines
Overall well-worn black patina
On the back of the left foot with collector’s number ‘0455.’
Height: 37.5 cm
Good condition
Provenance: ex-collection Bernd Schulz, Kamp-Lintfort,
Germany; acquired by the present owner in 1987

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 900.00
€ 1,800.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-36
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37 | Mbala, Small Figure ‘Pindi’, D. R. Congo
Wood
Mbala peoples, D. R. Congo
Standing on slightly flexed legs, the arms bent and hands
resting in front of the chest
The face with large eyes and oval open mouth, the head
surmounted by a raised central crest with neck tress
Cavities at the bottom (crypto fetish) and pierced ear canal
Encrusted brown patina
Mounted on a black wooden base
Height: 18.5 cm
Good condition

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 1,000.00
€ 2,000.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-37

38 | Mbala, Small Standing Figure, D. R. Congo
Wood
Mbala peoples, D. R. Congo
The arms bent at the sides and legs slightly akimbo
The face with diamond-shaped eyes, flattened nose and
oval incised mouth
The head with a central crested coiffure
Deep patina of use
Mounted on a wooden base
Height: 17.5 cm
Good condition

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 300.00
€ 600.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-38
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39 | Mbala, Large Standing Figure, D. R. Congo
Wood
Mbala people, D. R. Congo
A standing male figure with high central crest with diamond
pattern etched down center portion
Large linear patterns to sides of upper portion of traditional
headcrest
High c-shaped ears, large expressive oval eyes, triangular
nose and aggressive open mouth showing filed teeth
The arms bent at elbows and thick semi-flexed legs
Deeply eroded weathered reddish patina of exposure
Mounted on a square black wooden base
Height: 50 cm
Provenance: Old European Collection

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 3,000.00
€ 6,000.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-39

40 | Temne, Rare Standing Female Figure, ex René Rasmussen, Paris
Wood, brass
Temne peoples, Sierra Leone, 19th century
Tall body on slightly flexed legs with both hands resting on
abdomen flanking the accentuated gender
The spherical head on a grooved neck and crowned with a
grooved crested coiffure
The face with reduced, slightly asymmetrical facial features
with large eyes with brass inlaid pupils
Linear scarifications to the cheeks, chest and back
Brown glossy patina
Mounted on a black wooden base
Height: 46.5 cm
Provenance: ex René Rasmussen, Paris; private collection,
France

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 6,000.00
€ 12,000.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-40
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41 | Kissi, Small ‘Nomoli’ Figure, Sierra Leon, Early 20th C.
Serpentine stone
Kissi peoples, Sierra Leon, early 20th century
In crouching position, missing both arms and one leg due to
ritual use
Large, expressive head with diamond-shaped eyes,
c-shaped ears, and extremely large and expressive lips
covering the entire lower portion of the face
The top of the head with geometric coiffure and a cavity in
the center
The base with a hole for mounting and the inscription ‘CY’
Height: 14 cm
Provenance: Philippe Ratton, Paris

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 900.00
€ 1,800.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-41

42 | Lwena, Small Standing Figure, Angola
Wood
Lwena peoples, Angola
A small figure standing on flexed legs and with bent arms
carved to the sides of the body
The face with slit almond-shaped eyes and open mouth
Scarification on the nose and left cheek
Wearing a large hat incised with a geometric groove pattern
Glossy reddish brown patina of use
Height: 19 cm
Provenance: Old European Collection

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 400.00
€ 800.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-42
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43 | Chokwe, Figural Tobacco Mortar, D. R. Congo
Wood, brass, copper wire, cord
Chokwe peoples, D. R. Congo
The figure in crouching position on a circular base with arms
bent supporting the chin
Copper wire adorning the neck, ankles and wrists and
multiple brass tacks decorate the rest of the mortar
Above the head a cylindrical mortar container with a
matching stopper attached on a leather cord
Mounted on a wooden base
Height: 15 cm
Good condition
Provenance: Private Collection, Bavaria
Object is regular taxed. 19% VAT is added to the purchase
price for deliveries within the EU.

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 1,600.00
€ 3,200.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-43

44 | Chokwe, Standing Male Figure, Angola
Wood
Chokwe peoples, Angola
Depicting ‘Chibinda Ilunga’, a mythical hunter
Cylindrical torso with bent arms carved to the sides of the
body and flexed legs, rising from a circular plinth without
feet
The face with a pointed chin, downward-cast coffee bean
eyes, wide oval mouth and small nose, flanked by
distinctive c-shaped ears
Geometric coiffure with symmetrical grooves
Varied honey brown patina of use
On a black painted square wooden base
Height: 40 cm
Good condition
Provenance: Private collection Courtrai, Belgium, acquired in
Brussels the 1980s

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 3,400.00
€ 7,000.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-44
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45 | Chokwe, Mask ‘Mwana Pwo’, Published in K.F. Schädler
Wood
Chokwe peoples, Angola
Ovoid face with big coffee bean eyes under striking arched
brows, small but prominent nose and full lips with corners of
mouth turned down
The head flanked by small c-shaped pierced ears
Scarification on forehead ‘cingelyengelye’, a mark whose
origins are probably derived from tin pendants traded by
Portuguese voyagers in the 17th century
Pierced rim for raffia headdress
Fine black brown patina
Mounted on a metal stand
Dimensions: 24.5 x 14.5 cm
Provenance: ex-Collection Lucien van der Velde, Antwerp;
Dr. KarlFerdinand Schädler, Munich
Object is regular taxed. 19% VAT is added to the purchase
price for deliveries within the EU.

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 2,400.00
€ 5,000.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-45

46 | DanToure, Face Mask, Ivory Coast, ex Marceau Rivière, Paris
Wood
Dan-Toure peoples, Ivory Coast, , early 20th century
Beautifully shaped oval face with concave profile
Large circular eyes with raised rim, curved nose bridge and
big diamond-shaped mouth
The upper lip with piercings for metal teeth
With a row of nine horns along upper portion of forehead
A band of scarifications running across forehead and on
each cheek
A scrolled nail in the center of the head
Deep rich blackish gray oily patina of use
Mounted on a metal base
Dimensions: 22.5 x 13.5 cm
Good condition
Provenance: ex Marceau Rivière, Paris

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 1,500.00
€ 3,000.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-46
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47 | Dan, Face Mask, Ivory Coast, Early 20th C.
Wood, fiber
Dan peoples, Ivory Coast, early 20th century
Large circular eyes with a raised rim, curved nose bridge and
exceptionally large full lipped, diamond-shaped mouth
Fiber plaited beard attached to the chin
Pierced holes along the rim for feather ornaments
Black glossy and partly encrusted patina
Mounted on a metal base
Dimensions: 30 x 15 cm
Good condition
Provenance: Old European Collection

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 7,000.00
€ 14,000.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-47

48 | Dan-Toma, Passport Mask, Ivory Coast
Wood
Dan-Toma peoples, Ivory Coast
Of oval shape with slightly tapered chin
Domed forehead above two small concave eyes, a
semi-conical nose and protruding lips
The plain coiffure with symmetrical grooves
Fine partly encrusted chocolate brown patina
Mounted on a metal base
Dimensions: 12.5 x 6.5 cm
Provenance: Private Collection, Bavaria
Object is regular taxed. 19% VAT is added to the purchase
price for deliveries within the EU.

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 1,200.00
€ 2,400.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-48
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49 | Dan, Passport Mask, Ivory Coast
Wood
Dan peoples, Ivory Coast
Of oval shape with tapered chin
Narrow coffee bean eyes, flanked by diminutive eyes,
above a semi-conical nose and protruding lips
The forehead and hairline with linear decoration
Encrusted blackish brown patina, partly with remnants of
fiber
Mounted on a metal base
Dimensions: 8.5 x 4.5 cm
Provenance: Private Collection, Bavaria
Object is regular taxed. 19% VAT is added to the purchase
price for deliveries within the EU.

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 1,200.00
€ 2,400.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-49

50 | Dan, Small Passport Mask, Ivory Coast, Early 20th C.
Wood
Dan peoples, Ivory Coast, early 20th century
Of oval shape with tapered chin
Concave facial plane with prominent ridge on the forehead
Crescent eyes, a semi-conical nose and protruding lips
Varied dark brown patina
On the back with remains of two old collector’s labels
Mounted on a metal base
Dimensions: 5.5 x 3.5 cm
Provenance: Private Collection, Bavaria
Object is regular taxed. 19% VAT is added to the purchase
price for deliveries within the EU.

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 900.00
€ 1,800.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-50
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51 | Guro, Figural Heddle Pulley ‘Kono’, Ivory Coast
Wood
Guro peoples, Ivory Coast
A finely carved girl’s head with an elaborate coiffure, holes
for suspension
Half-circle eyes, large nose and wide expressive mouth,
short neck
Three bands of scarification on forehead
Complete with peg and bobbin
Encrusted blackish brown patina
Mounted on an acrylic glass base
Height: 21.5 cm
Good condition
Provenance: Old European Collection

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 1,000.00
€ 2,000.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-51

52 | Senufo, Hornbill Heddle Pulley, Ivory Coast
Wood
Senufo peoples, Ivory Coast
A finely carved bird-like head with a crested coiffure, large
ears and a long beak
The neck with holes for suspension
Complete with peg and bobbin
Linear scarification to the back
Encrusted blackish brown patina
Underneath with collector’s number ‘KS 3.102’
Mounted on a wooden base
Height: 17.5 cm
Good condition
Provenance: Private Collection, Bavaria
Object is regular taxed. 19% VAT is added to the purchase
price for deliveries within the EU.

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 1,500.00
€ 3,000.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-52
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53 | Senufo, Twin Divination Figurine, Ivory Coast
Brass, lost-wax casting
Senufo peoples, Ivory Coast, late 19th or early 20th century
Male/Female pair seated on a bench
Arms cast away from the body, hands resting on knees
Of highly stylized form with crested coiffure
The head each with abstracted facial features and flanked
by large ears
Underneath with collector’s number ‘59/116’
Height: 7.5 cm
Good condition
Provenance: Private Collection, Heidelberg
Object is regular taxed. 19% VAT is added to the purchase
price for deliveries within the EU.

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 450.00
€ 900.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-53

54 | Dida, Cloth, Ivory Coast
Raffia weaving
Dida peoples, Ivory Coast
Of slightly asymmetrical square form
Decorated with rows of oval ornaments in yellow, orange and
red
Stretched on a canvas with small nails
Dimensions: approx. 54 x 54 cm
Good condition

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 200.00
€ 400.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-54
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55 | Baule, Brass Mask Ornament, Ivory Coast
Brass
Baule peoples, Ivory Coast, early 20th century
Oval face with slightly tapered chin with small beard
Large half-closed eyes surrounded by a curled band,
triangular nose and smiling mouth
Asymmetrical coiffure with four braided knots on upper right
and a knurled hat on upper left side
Dimensions: 5.5 x 3.5 cm
Good condition
Provenance: Private Collection, Heidelberg
Object is regular taxed. 19% VAT is added to the purchase
price for deliveries within the EU.

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 400.00
€ 800.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-55

56 | Kulango, Fine Figural Bronze Pendant, Ivory Coast
Bronze
Kulango peoples, Ivory Coast, early 20th century
High stylized figure with zig-zag-shaped body and high flex
legs
arms away from the body serving as eyelets for suspension
Used as a talisman and gold weight
Height: 4.5 cm
Good condition
Provenance: Private Collection, Berlin
Object is regular taxed. 19% VAT is added to the purchase
price for deliveries within the EU.

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 450.00
€ 900.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-56
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57 | Senufo, 2 Figures ‘Tugubele’, Ivory Coast, c. 1930s
Wood
Senufo peoples, Ivory Coast, circa 1930s
Depicting a standing female and male figure, arms at sides
The head with protruding chin, mouth slightly open, flanked
by c-shaped ears
Both with high crested coiffures
The taller figure with scarifications on the face
Both showing good patina of ritual use
The small figure with collector’s number ‘83.10.14’ on the
back of the left foot
The large figure mounted on a wooden base, the small figure
on a steel base plate
Height: 18.5 cm; 27.5 cm
Good condition

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 400.00
€ 800.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-57

58 | Senufo, Seated Female Figure, Ivory Coast
Wood
Senufo peoples, Ivory Coast, early 20th century
Seated on a round stool, short simple legs
The arms carved away from the body, the hands resting to
the sides of abdomen, pendant breasts and protruding navel
Finely carved face with high central crested coiffure
Two pierced holes to the coiffure
Scarifications to the face, breasts and abdomen
Overall deep and varied patina of use
Height: 31.5 cm
Provenance: Private Collection, Heidelberg
Object is regular taxed. 19% VAT is added to the purchase
price for deliveries within the EU.

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 900.00
€ 1,800.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-58
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59 | Atie, Female Figure, Ivory Coast
Wood
Atie peoples, Ivory Coast
Compact broad body with accentuated limbs, pointed
breasts and protruding buttocks, the arms carved away from
the body and hanging to sides
Expressively carved face and a high elaborate coiffure with
multiple extensions flaring outward on up-most portion and
descending with further outward extensions above a high
forehead
Arching eyebrows, protruding oval eyes, long nose and
full-lipped mouth, ribbed neck
Raised scarifications on the abdomen and back
Deep rich black glossy patina of use
Mounted on a synthetic black base
Height: 39.5 cm
Provenance: Old European Collection

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 2,000.00
€ 4,000.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-59

60 | Fon, Important Seated Fetish Figure, Benin
Wood
Fon peoples, Benin
Male figure sitting on a stool with the feet resting on a
circular base, the bent arms carved to the body
Robust body and large round head with simple facial
features
Thick layers of sacrificial material in a deep encrusted grey
and white patina, covering the entire surface
Underneath with collector’s label ‘no. 2932’
Height: 67.5 cm
Object is regular taxed. 19% VAT is added to the purchase
price for deliveries within the EU.

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 3,400.00
€ 7,000.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-60
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61 | Lobi, Seated Figure Carved by Lunkena Pale, c. 1910
Wood
Lobi people, Burkina Faso, circa 1910
Carved by Lobi master carver Lunkena Pale
Male figure in a seated position on a high stool with flexed
legs and bent arms, holding a pipe in both hands
The face with arched brows above large crescent eyes with
pierced pupils, broad nose and mouth, flanked by c-shaped
ears
Fine old weathered and encrusted patina of use
Mounted on a metal base plate
Height: 58 cm
Provenance: Old European Collection

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 6,000.00
€ 12,000.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-61

62 | Lobi, Pair ‘Bateba’ Figures by Lunkena Pale, c. 1930
Wood
Lobi, Burkina Faso, circa 1930
Carved by Lobi master carver Lunkena Pale
Male/female pair standing on thick flexed legs, the arms
carved to the body and resting on thighs
The face with arched brows over large crescent eyes, broad
nose and mouth, flanked by c-shaped ears
Dry whitish gray patina
Height: 15.5 cm
Good condition
Provenance: Private Collection, Heidelberg
Object is regular taxed. 19% VAT is added to the purchase
price for deliveries within the EU.

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 750.00
€ 1,500.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-62
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63 | Mossi, Fertility Doll ‘Biga’, Burkina Faso
Wood, leather
Mossi peoples, Burkina Faso
Abstracted body with minimal facial detail, covered in
stitched leather
The armless cylindrical torso with pointed pendant breasts,
rising from a dome-shaped plinth
The disc-shaped head on an elongate neck with neckrings
Varied light to dark brown patina
Height: 40 cm
Good condition
Provenance: ex-collection Benno Haffner, Brussels

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 400.00
€ 800.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-63

64 | Mossi, Fertility Doll ‘Biga’, Burkina Faso
Wood
Mossi peoples, Burkina Faso
Abstracted body and head with unusual deeply engraved
multiple linear patterns on upper portion
The armless torso with pointed pendant breasts and
protruding navel
Incised geometric decorations carved into the sides of the
head, along the central crest and continuing down the beard
Banded carving to the rest of the body
Shiny deep honey brown patina of use
Mounted on a metal base
Height: 36 cm
Good condition
Provenance: Berz Gallery of African Art, Sausalito,
California

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 300.00
€ 600.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-64
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65 | Asante, Fertility Doll ‘Akuaba’, Ghana, Early 20th C.
Light wood
Asante peoples, Ghana, early 20th century
Of typical form with disk-shaped head and multiple
neckrings
A cylindrical torso rising from a high plinth with horizontal
arms and a protruding navel
Scarifications on the face and torso and incised geometric
designs on the back of the head and back
The head with unique linear coiffure patterned along upper
portion and two small pierced holes for bead attachments
The face with slightly arching and overlapping eyebrows,
long rectangular nose with some loss of color due to ritual
use, sad downward gazing arched eyes and small mouth
Deep black glossy patina of use
Height: 27 cm
Good condition
Provenance: ex-collection Bernd Muhlack, Kiel, Germany

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 400.00
€ 800.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-65

66 | Asante, Fertility Doll ‘Akuaba’, Ghana, Early 20th C.
Light wood, beads
Asante peoples, Ghana, early 20th century
Of typical form with disk-shaped head and multiple
neckrings
A cylindrical torso rising from a high plinth with horizontal
arms and a protruding navel
Scarifications on the torso and incised ornaments in
checkerboard pattern on the back of the head
The top of the head with piercings for bead attachments
The face with small half-moon arching eyebrows, small
rectangular eyes, long triangular nose with a small diminutive
smiling mouth, large scar on the left cheek
Adorned with strands of colorful miniature beads
Rich glossy black patina of use
Mounted on a square black wood base
Height: 34 cm
Good condition
Provenance: Edgar Beer, Brussels

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 1,500.00
€ 3,000.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-66
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67 | Asante, Fertility Doll ‘Akuaba’, Ghana, Early 20th C.
Light wood, beads
Asante peoples, Ghana, early 20th century
Of typical form with disk-shaped head and multiple
neckrings
A cylindrical torso rising from a circular plinth with horizontal
arms
The head with piercings for bead attachments
The face with singular arching eyebrow over small rounded
protruding eyes, linear nose, small round protruding mouth
and scarifications on cheeks
Adorned with strands of colorful miniature beads
Glossy blackish patina
Height: 26.5 cm
Good condition
Provenance: ex-collection Benno Haffner, Brussels

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 400.00
€ 800.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-67

68 | Asante, Fertility Doll ‘Akuaba’, Ghana, Early 20th C.
Light wood, beads
Asante peoples, Ghana, early 20th century
Of typical form with disk-shaped head and neckrings
A cylindrical torso rising from a circular plinth with horizontal
arms and a protruding navel
Multiple lateral scarification on the cheeks and incised
ornaments on the back of the head
The top of the head with piercings for bead attachments
The face slightly asymmetric with gracefully arching
eyebrows, long slender nose and two coffee bean eyes
Adorned with strands of colorful miniature beads
Rich glossy black patina of use
Mounted on a square black wood base
Height: 21.5 cm
Good condition
Provenance: ex-Collection Lars & Annabel Olsen,
Copenhagen

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 900.00
€ 1,800.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-68
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69 | Asante, Large Fertility Doll ‘Akuaba’, Ghana, Early 20th C.
Light wood
Asante peoples, Ghana, early 20th century
An exceptionally large example of an Akuaba doll
Of typical form with disk-shaped head and neckrings
A cylindrical torso rising from a circular plinth with horizontal
arms and a protruding navel
Multiple lateral scarification on the cheeks and torso and
incised ornaments on the back of the head and temples
The rim of the head with piercings for bead attachments
Straight prominent brow, long triangular nose and tiny coffee
bean eyes
Rich glossy black patina of use
Mounted on a square black wood base
Height: 41.5 cm
Good condition

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 1,800.00
€ 3,600.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-69

70 | Fante, Fertility Doll, Ghana, ex-Collection Jens Jahn
Wood, beads, cord
Fante peoples, Ghana
Conical torso without arms, pendant breasts, standing on
slightly flexed legs (rare for this type of doll)
The flattened head of typical rectangular form flanked by
small pierced ears
Incised coffee bean eyes and rectangular nose and mouth
The back of the tall coiffure with delicate geometrical
incisions
The neck, hips and ankles adorned with strands of colorful
beads
Small linear scarifications on the abdomen and back
Varied brown patina with remnants of kaolin
Mounted on a square wooden base
Height: 30 cm; Good condition
Provenance: ex-Collection Jens Jahn, Munich
Object is regular taxed. 19% VAT is added to the purchase
price for deliveries within the EU.

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 1,400.00
€ 2,800.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-70
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71 | Anyi/Atié, Fertility Figure, Ivory Coast
Wood, beads, cord
Anyi/Atié peoples, Ivory Coast
Standing on flexed legs
Cylindrical torso with thin arms carved to the body, small
breasts and protruding navel
Elaborately plaited coiffure with central crest and two locks
falling down on the sides
Deep brow, small protruding eyes and triangular nose, flanked
by c-shaped ears
The neck, hips and ankles adorned with strands of colorful
beads
Scarifications on the cheeks and a vertical groove with
incised ornaments on the back
The entire figure a fine example of minimalist archaic
abstraction
Deep black patina of ritual use; Mounted on a wooden base
Height: 32.5 cm; Good condition
Provenance: Private Collection, Stuttgart
Object is regular taxed. 19% VAT is added to the purchase
price for deliveries within the EU.

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 900.00
€ 1,800.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-71

72 | Anyi, Female Memorial Bust, Ivory Coast
Terracotta
Akan peoples, Anyi subgroup, Krindjabo region, Ivory Coast
Portrait of a deceased woman
Serene facial expression with large coffee bean eyes, small
nose and large closed mouth
The neck with three neckrings
Wearing a necklace with a central pendant
Elaborate openwork plaited coiffure
Blackish earthy patina
Mounted on a wooden base
Height: 27.5 cm
Provenance: Maurice Nicaud, Paris

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 2,400.00
€ 5,000.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-72
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73 | Asante, Chief Stool, Ghana, ca. 1930
Wood
Asante peoples, Ghana, circa 1930
Of traditional and highly elaborate form
Rectangular seat with curved ends, supported by an
openwork central column and four supports on a flat
rectangular base
Rich brown patina
Dimensions: 24 x 49 x 25.5 cm
Good condition

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 300.00
€ 600.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-73

74 | Asante, Important Prestige Stool, Ghana
Wood, brass
Asante peoples, Ghana
Rectangular seat with curved ends, supported by an
openwork central column and four supports
The base with sculptural depictions of two seated female
figures
The entire surface of the stool covered in hand-engraved
brass plate with complex designs
Dimensions: 69.5 x 81 x 36.5 cm
Good condition
Object is regular taxed. 19% VAT is added to the purchase
price for deliveries within the EU.

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 3,400.00
€ 7,000.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-74
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75 | Asante, Collection of 6 Gold Dust Boxes in Brass, c. 1920
Brass
Asante peoples, Ghana, circa 1920
Each container with matching lid
Of varying form and with hand-stenciled and pounded
patterns covering the entire surface of each box
Diameter: 8 to 15.5 cm
Good condition

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 200.00
€ 400.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-75

76 | Asante, Prestige Chair ‘Asipim’, Ghana
Wood, brass, iron
Asante peoples, Ghana
Square seat on four legs joined by stretchers
The seat and backrest covered in brass sheet and various
other elements in brass, adorned with brass and iron tacks
The backrest with a raised center and two turned finials on
each side
Dimensions: 95.5 x 47 x 46 cm
Good condition
Object is regular taxed. 19% VAT is added to the purchase
price for deliveries within the EU.

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 800.00
€ 1,600.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-76
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77 | Senufo, Large ‘Firespitter’ Helmet Mask, ex Rasmussen, Paris
Hardwood
Senufo peoples, Ivory Coast, late 19th/early 20th century
Dome-shaped head with long snout
On both sides a row of seven crocodile teeth, openwork
wave-like ornaments symbolizing the water
Atop the head two large curved horns and a chameleon
Very fine carving
Greyish brown patina
The inside with collector's label
Mounted on a metal stand
Dimensions: 105 x 21 cm
Good condition
Provenance: acquired at Rasmussen, Paris in 1967

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 8,000.00
€ 16,000.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-77

78 | Baule, Helmet Mask, Ivory Coast, 19th C., ex Pierre Robin
Wood
Baule peoples, Ivory Coast, 19th century
Elongated head with twisted horns on top and an openwork
arch stretching over the white round button eyes
Open mouth with fine, small teeth and curved tongue
Beautiful polychrome patina
Mounted on a metal stand
Dimensions: 68 x 25 cm
Good condition
Provenance: purchased from Pierre Robin, Paris after the
sale of the Michel Leiris collection

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 9,000.00
€ 18,000.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-78
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79 | Important Vuvi Mask, Gabon
Wood
Vuvi peoples, Gabon
Large facial plane with strong high forehead with an arched
ridge on upper most portion of mask colored with black
pigment
Slight central ridge descending into two high arching
half-moon eyebrows, with the centers terminating in a small
triangular nose, and two elongated oval eyes arched in the
center of the face
The lower portion of the mask finished with a triangular
pointed chin
Five pierced holes for raffia beard extensions with ritual
wear
With light remnants of reddish pigment on surface of mask
Good old dry patina, typical for masks of this type
On the back a modern hook for suspension
Dimensions: 38 x 22.5 cm
Good condition
Provenance: Old European Collection

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 18,000.00
€ 36,000.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-79

80 | Fine Punu Mask, Gabon, Early 20th C.
Wood, raffia fiber, kaolin pigment
Punu peoples, Gabon, early 20th century
Oval face with a tapered chin, the head surmounted by a
high tri-crested coiffure
Fine and varied white kaolin patina on entire surface of
mask
A serene expression with arched brows above protruding
crescent slit eyes, a small nose and small full mouth
With original fiber beard and remains of white pigment
Finely carved and incised in classical manner
Mounted on a wooden stand
Dimensions: 45.5 x 16.5 cm
Good condition
Provenance: Jacqueline Spiegl, San Francisco

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 8,000.00
€ 16,000.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-80
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81 | Kota, Reliquary Figure ‘MbuluNgulu’, ex J. J. Klegman, NYC
Wood, brass and copper sheet
Kota people, Gabon
Of highly complex and abstract form
The uppermost portion as an arching crest over an abstract
expression of a facial plane with coffee bean eyes and a
triangular nose, surrounded by linear bands of copper and a
central ridge of brass
Short brass covered neck above a fragmented lozenge
The back with a protruding lozenge carved in the center
Mounted on a metal base
Height: 49.5 cm
Provenance: ex J. J. Klegman, New York, USA (see copy of
invoice in the photo gallery)
Good condition

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 7,000.00
€ 14,000.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-81

82 | Fang, 2 Knives with Sheaths, Gabon, c. 1900
Iron, wood, reptile skin, bark, brass and copper wire
Fang peoples, Gabon, circa 1900
Elegant t-shaped wooden handles with rich patina
The blades decorated with traditional and elaborately etched
ornaments
One wooden sheath covered with reptile skin
Length: 44.5; 53.5 cm
Good condition
Provenance: exCollection André Schoeller, Paris, France

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 300.00
€ 600.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-82
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83 | Zulu, Collection of 3 Staffs, South Africa, 19th C.
Wood, brass, reptile skin
Zulu peoples, South Africa, 19th century
1. The first elegantly carved with a twist on the upper portion
and two wire woven bands, rich glossy patina
2. The second, a sword cane with a concealed dagger point,
very fine pyro-gravure designs of snakes on lower portion
of cane and reptile skin wrapped around the handle
3. The third completely covered in brass wire weave
Length: 77 to 88.5 cm
Good condition

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 200.00
€ 400.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-83

84 | Tsonga Stool and Adouma Stool, South Africa/ Gabon, c. 1920
Wood, leather
Tsonga peoples, South Africa and Adouma peoples, Gabon,
circa 1920
The Tsonga stool with oval seat on two feet and with an
integrally carved handle leather sheathed looping handle on
one side
The Adouma stool with round-oval seat on four feet with
grooved decoration on round base; old Christie’s label on the
base
Fine old honey brown patina of use
Height: approx. 15 cm
Good condition
Provenance: Christie’s Paris, 2004, lot 27

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 200.00
€ 400.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-84
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85 | Marka, Mask, Mali, ex Ladislas Segy, NY
Wood, brass sheet
Marka peoples, Mali, circa 1930
Of elongated form
The facial plane covered in brass and with raised
scarifications
Raised and incised wood band across top of forehead and
high central crest
Narrow face with long nose, slit eyes and diminutive open
mouth
Oxidized metal patina
Old inventory number ‘57’ on the inside
Mounted on a metal stand
Dimensions: 29.5 x 10 cm
Good condition
Provenance: ex Rona Family Collections; Ladislas Segy,
New York, USA

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 400.00
€ 800.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-85

86 | Bambara, Mask ‘Ntomo’, Mali
Wood, cowrie shells, plant fiber, seeds
Bambara peoples, Mali
Of typical form with four tooth-like projections atop
Protruding forehead with heavy brow above a long straight
nose, flanked by square eyes and a square mouth below
Coated with a resin-like mass with cowrie shells and seeds
Remains of rope
Inside a pinned collection label reading ‘294 Bambara März
1978’
Dimension: 53 x 15 cm
Good condition

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 900.00
€ 1,800.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-86
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87 | Bamana, Zoomorphic ‘Kono’ Mask, Mali
Wood with ritual adornments of horn and other naturally
encrusted sacrificial materials
Bamana peoples, Mali
Zoomorphic mask depicting a bush dragon with a fine cubist
face
Square eyes, long rectangular snout with numerous
protrusions on upper portion of mask and long rectangular
openings along the sides with a further cubist representation
of squared teeth
Mounted on a black metal stand
Dimensions: 61 x 21 cm
Good condition
Provenance: Old European Collection

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 1,500.00
€ 3,000.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-87

88 | Bambara, Jo Society Doll, Mali
Wood
Bambara peoples, Mali
Standing on slightly flexed legs with large feet, the arms
carved away from the body
Large head with crested coiffure, incised with lozenge
designs
Abstracted facial features, prominent nose and small round
ears
Small pendant breasts and abstracted sex
Linear scarifications to the chest, forehead and temples
Dark glossy brown to black glossy patina
Mounted on a synthetic base
Height: 30.5 cm
Good condition
Provenance: Private Collection, Heidelberg
Object is regular taxed. 19% VAT is added to the purchase
price for deliveries within the EU.

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 750.00
€ 1,500.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-88
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89 | Jambala, Bronze Figure, Mali, Possibly 16th C.
Bronze
Jambala peoples, Mali, possibly 16th century
A stick-like figure standing with arms outstretched, holding a
pestle in both hands
Elongated head with small conical headdress flaring out at
the uppermost portion
Thick incrustations of patina and oxidation
Deep malachite-colored patina of great age
Mounted on a brass base
Height: 10 cm

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 600.00
€ 1,200.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-89

90 | Dogon, Small Equestrian Figure, Mali
Brass, lost-wax casting
Dogo peoples, Mali
Stylized depiction of a rider
The body of the horse decorated with spiral ornaments
Mounted on a wooden base
Dimensions: 4.5 x 5 cm
Good condition
Provenance: Private Collection, Heidelberg
Object is regular taxed. 19% VAT is added to the purchase
price for deliveries within the EU.

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 750.00
€ 1,500.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-90
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91 | Dogon, Ancestor Figure, Mali, Possibly 18th C.
Wood
Dogon peoples, Mali, possibly 18th century
Of elongated highly stylized phallic form
Minimalistic facial definition
Three abstract formed protrusions down center of torso
Extremely ancient patina of use and exposure
Mounted on a wooden base
Height: 25.5 cm

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 240.00
€ 500.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-91

92 | Dogon, Granary Door, Mali, Early 20th C.
Wood
Dogon peoples, Mali, early 20th century
Two wooden panels joined by hand-forged iron staples in the
center
One board with a peg at the top and bottom to be inserted
into the doorframe
The finely carved lock in the form of a turtle complete with
bolt
Ancient honey brown weathered patina of exposure
Mounted on a metal base
Dimensions: approx. 40 x 40 cm
Provenance: exCollection André Schoeller, Paris, France

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 400.00
€ 800.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-92
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93 | Dogon, Ladder, Mali, Early 20th C.
Wood
Dogon peoples, Mali, early 20th century
Y-shaped ladder with five notches serving as steps carved
into front portion
Highly decorative form
Deep blackish brown glossy patina of use overall
Mounted on a metal base
Height: approx. 203 cm
Good condition
Provenance: Private Collection, Berlin
Object is regular taxed. 19% VAT is added to the purchase
price for deliveries within the EU.

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 1,800.00
€ 3,600.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-93

94 | Jimma, Chief’s Chair, Ethiopia, Early 20th C.
Wood
Jimma peoples, South Ethiopia, early 20th century
Circular, slightly concave seat on three curved legs
Stepped backrest with geometrical openwork
Varied dark brown glossy patina
Dimensions: 111 x 55.5 x 53 cm
Good condition
Provenance: Private Collection, Berlin
Object is regular taxed. 19% VAT is added to the purchase
price for deliveries within the EU.

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 1,500.00
€ 3,000.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-94
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95 | Jimma, Chief’s Chair, Ethiopia, Early 20th C.
Wood
Jimma peoples, South Ethiopia, early 20th century
Circular, slightly concave seat on tripod base supported by
three slender round rods
Rectangular backrest with geometrical openwork carving
Varied dark brown glossy patina
Dimensions: 97 x 53 x 53 cm
Good condition
Provenance: Private Collection, Berlin
Object is regular taxed. 19% VAT is added to the purchase
price for deliveries within the EU.

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 1,500.00
€ 3,000.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-95

96 | Arussi, Shield, Ethiopia, Early 20th C.
Hippo hide
Arussi peoples, Ethiopia, early 20th century
Of slightly asymmetrical circular concave form
Embossed with complex pattern of raised domes and lines
radiating around the entire shield
The reverse with a leather handle attached to the center
Incisions on rim for attachments
Fine varied black encrusted patina and remains of pigment
Diameter: approx. 71 cm
Good condition
Provenance: Private Collection, Berlin
This item can only be delivered to an address within the EU
Object is regular taxed. 19% VAT is added to the purchase
price for deliveries within the EU.

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 900.00
€ 1,800.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-96
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97 | Dan, Female Fetish Figure, Ivory Coast
Wood, iron, textile
Dan peoples, Ivory Coast
Slender body with protruding breasts and navel on slightly
flexed legs and arms carved away from the body
The ovoid head with two iron nails on top, incised ornaments
on the back
The face with small eyes, broad nose and full mouth
A large conical bell tied around the neck and wearing a loin
cloth around the hips
Covered in encrusted sacrificial materials with a patina
varied from gray to black
Mounted on a black wooden base
Height: 27 cm
Provenance: Old European Collection

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 750.00
€ 1,500.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-97

98 | Dan, Mask ‘Guere’, Ivory Coast, Early 20th C.
Wood, raffia fiber, metal
Dan peoples, Ivory Coast, early 20th century
Expressive oval face with a central ridge running down
center of forehead ending in high double arched eyebrows,
above large protruding coffee bean eyes flanking a full nose
and below a large full slightly open mouth showing inset
metal teeth
Plaited raffia beard attached to lower portion of mask
Rich buttery black patina of use throughout
Mounted on a metal stand
Dimensions: 24.5 x 15 cm
Good condition
Provenance: ex-collection Georges van Deuren, Antwerp;
Lucien van de Velde, Antwerp; Leendert van Lier, Blaricum,
Netherlands

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 2,400.00
€ 5,000.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-98
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99 | Sukuma, Warrior’s Shield, East Africa, Early 20th C.
Buffalo hide, wood, leather
Sukuma peoples, East Africa, early 20th century
Of elegant hourglass form
The reverse with a vertical wood pole handle
Black encrusted patina
Dimensions: 76 x 35 cm
Good condition
Provenance: Private Collection, Berlin
This item can only be delivered to an address within the EU
Object is regular taxed. 19% VAT is added to the purchase
price for deliveries within the EU.

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 600.00
€ 1,200.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-99

100 | Bongo, Female Funerary Figure, Sudan
Wood, presumably iron wood
Bongo peoples, Sudan
Stylized, robust body with arms carved away from the body,
small round breasts, slender waist and legs terminating just
below the knees
The ovoid face with diminutive facial features, flanked by
large round ears, open and expressive mouth
Linear back-swept coiffure
Deep holes in eyes (missing inlay material, typically shell or
metal)
Gray weathered patina of age and exposure
Mounted on wooden base
Height: 77.5 cm

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 3,800.00
€ 7,500.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-100
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101 | Yoruba, Fine Maternity ‘Shango’ Staff, ex Ludwig Bretschneider
Wood
Yoruba peoples, Nigeria, early 20th century
On a short, slightly tapered handle the figure of a kneeling
mother, carrying a child on back
Adorned with bracelets and a necklace resting on the
pendant breasts
The oval face with stylized facial features
The head with a headscarf tied at the back and crowned by a
large double ax symbol
Linear scarifications on the forehead
Varied patina, glossy, matt and encrusted in some areas
A sublime sculpture which shows great age and ritual use
Mounted on an acrylic glass base
Height: 48.5 cm
Good condition
Provenance: ex Ludwig Bretschneider (1909-1987), Munich;
private collection, Germany

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 7,500.00
€ 15,000.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-101

102 | Yoruba, ‘Oshe’ Shango Staff, Nigeria, ex Maurice Nicaud
Wood
Yoruba peoples, Nigeria
Male figure kneeling on a conical handle
Slender body, the arms carved away from the body
The right hand holding an ax and the left hand holding the
severed head of an enemy
Stylized facial features with coffee bean eyes and ears
The head surmounted by a large double ax symbol
Dark blackish encrusted patina
Mounted on a wooden base
Height: 70 cm
Good condition
Provenance: acquired from Maurice Nicaud, Paris in 1970

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 6,000.00
€ 12,000.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-102
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103 | Yoruba, Group of 3 Bronze ‘Edan’ Staffs, Nigeria, 19th C.
Bronze
Yoruba peoples, Nigeria, 19th century or earlier
1. A large ‘Edan’ male kneeling figure with fine detail, the
hands clasped together in front of chest and adorned with
bracelets; old label ‘3562’ attached to back of figure
2. An early head on a long peg with a conical headdress and
six lateral scarifications on cheeks; possibly 17th century
3. An exceptional ‘Edan’ blacksmiths staff top with
protruding slanted coffee bean eyes
Each mounted on a wooden or metal base
Height: 10; 27; 38 cm
Good condition
Provenance: the large Edan male: ex-Collection Maurice
Bonnefoy; the head finial acquired at Bonham’s London,
2005

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 400.00
€ 800.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-103

104 | Yoruba, Pair of ‘Ibeji’ Twin Figures, Nigeria, Early 20th C.
Wood with blue and red encrusted pigments
Yoruba peoples, Nigeria, early 20th century
Pair of Ibeji twin figures wearing hats and robes of the Eshu
cult
The arms carved away from the body, the hands resting on
hips
The face with prominent features; protruding eyes with
hollowed pupils, a broad nose and full mouth
The neck, ankles and wrist adorned with beaded necklaces
Deep glossy dark brown patina of use
Height: 26 cm
Provenance: Old European Collection

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 1,500.00
€ 3,000.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-104
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105 | Yoruba, Pair of Bronze Ritual Staffs ‘Edan’, Nigeria
Bronze, lost-wax cast
Yoruba peoples, Nigeria, late 19th or early 20th century
Twin staff in the form of two male/female pairs of kneeling
figures atop one another
The female figures seated below and holding their breasts
The male figures seated on top holding a bowl in both hands
and crowned by a high two-pronged headdress
The thin arms cast away from the body and the faces with
large diamond-shaped eyes, broad nose and full mouth
The crowns each with a small loop linked by an iron chain
Cast over an iron rod
Fine patina of age
Mounted on a wooden base
Height: 30 cm
Good condition
Provenance: Private Collection, Heidelberg
Object is regular taxed. 19% VAT is added to the purchase
price for deliveries within the EU.

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 2,200.00
€ 4,500.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-105

106 | Benin, Bronze Hip Mask of a Dignitary, Nigeria, 19th C.
Bronze
Benin peoples, Nigeria, 19th century
Depiction of a dignitary
Oval head with tri-crested coiffure, interlinking bands atop
forehead
Large oval eyes, large nose, full mouth
Lower portion of mask decorated with an openwork zig-zag
pattern on lower edge of face
Loop on upper rim for suspension
Mounted on a metal base
Dimensions: 18 x 11.5 cm
Good condition
Provenance: ex-Collection John Gilstoff, London, England

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 3,000.00
€ 6,000.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-106
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107 | Ekoi, Mask, Nigeria
Wood, hide
Ekoi peoples, Nigeria
The oval face with rectangular cut-out eyes, a flat nose and
an oval mouth with teeth
Raised cylindrical scarifications to the forehead and temples
Dimensions: 40.5 x 18.5 cm
Provenance: Private collection, Berlin

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 300.00
€ 600.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-107

108 | Ibibio, Female Figure, Nigeria
Wood
Ibibio peoples, Nigeria
Cylindrical body on simple slightly flexed legs, with short
bent arms and three bands of carved belts around the waist
The head on a thick, elongated neck surmounted by a high
central crested coiffure
Downcast eyes with a small nose and slightly open mouth
The face, torso and back with geometric scarifications
Slightly encrusted brown patina
Mounted on a stepped wooden base
Height: 37 cm
Provenance: ex-collection Dr. Smit, Netherlands

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 800.00
€ 1,600.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-108
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109 | Cross River Stone Monolith ‘Akwanshi’, Nigeria
Stone, possibly basalt
Cross River region, Nigeria
Half figure of oval, phallic form without arms or legs
The body with concentric circles indicating the navel flanked
by concentric triangles
Large round eyes, the nose with long ridge descending from
the head and round open mouth
Mounted on a metal base
Height: 48 cm
Good condition
Object is regular taxed. 19% VAT is added to the purchase
price for deliveries within the EU.

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 2,800.00
€ 5,500.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-109

110 | Igbo, Chief’s Stool, Nigeria, c. 1920
Wood
Igbo peoples, Nigeria, circa 1920
Round seat on four splayed legs descending from a single
column
Elaborately carved linear designs adorning the legs and the
base of the seat
Old blackened dry patina of use and exposure
Height: 30 cm
Good condition

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 300.00
€ 600.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-110
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111 | Igbo, Male Shrine Figure ‘Alusi’, Nigeria, Early 20th C.
Wood,
Igbo peoples, Nigeria, early 20th century
Standing on legs apart with arms out and away from the
body, the palms of the hands turned to the sky
The torso with large distended navel and a vertical band of
scarification along the center
Elongated neck below a compact head surmounted by a high
forehead with embossed blackened scarifications and
dome-shaped coiffure, large c-shaped ears flanking the head
The face with coffee bean eyes with prominent lids centered
by a small nose above pursed lips
Deeply eroded honey brown patina of use
Mounted on a wooden base
Height: 141 cm
Provenance: Old European Collection

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 3,000.00
€ 6,000.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-111

112 | Igbo, Maiden Spirit Helmet Mask, Nigeria, Early 20th C.
Wood
Igbo peoples, Nigeria, early 20th century
Finely carved face with crisp facial features; sharp nose,
small oval eyes, wide thin-lipped slightly open mouth
Scarification on temples, cheeks and forehead
Coiffure with highly complex concentric circles throughout
and topped with four expressively carved antelopes and
rams facing opposite directions atop mask
White pigment covering face, black pigment accents
Pierced holes along the rim
A rare mask!
Height: 44.5 cm
Good condition

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 2,400.00
€ 5,000.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-112
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113 | Turkana, Doll ‘Ngide’, Kenya
Palm nut, leather, beads, hair
Turkana peoples, Kenya
Abstracted three-part body
With a long, beaded leather cape and adorned with strands
of colorful beads
Coiffure of human hair
Mounted on a stand with wooden base
Dimensions: 28 x 12 cm
Good condition
Provenance: ex-collection Bernd Muhlack, Kiel, Germany

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 400.00
€ 800.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-113

114 | Masai, Doll, Kenya
Gourd, raffia fiber, beads, hide
Masai peoples, Kenya
Abstract interpretation of the body using braided natural
fibers
Spherical wood head with a soft honey brown patina
Adorned with oval ear ornaments and strands of colorful
beads around the neck
A hide skirt with a beaded hem wrapped around the hips
Old Sotheby’s label attached
Mounted on a stand with wooden base
Height: 32.5 cm
Good condition
Provenance: Sotheby’s New York, Important Tribal Art, May
8, 1989, lot 249

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 900.00
€ 1,800.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-114
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115 | Masai, Warrior’s Shield, Kenya, Early 20th C.
Buffalo hide, wood, rattan, leather, pigment
Masai peoples, Kenya, early 20th century
Of elliptical convex form
With natural pigment designs
The front adorned with crescent lines and geometrical motifs
in red, black and blue
The reverse with a vertical wood pole with a handle attached
at the center
Dimensions: 86 x 44 cm
Good condition
Provenance: Private Collection, Berlin
This item can only be delivered to an address within the EU
Object is regular taxed. 19% VAT is added to the purchase
price for deliveries within the EU.

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 600.00
€ 1,200.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-115

116 | Bangwa, Figural Post, Cameroon
Wood
Bangwa peoples, Cameroon
Depicting a seated figure of a chief wearing a grooved
headdress
Large well-carved and expressive face
The body sitting slightly forward, holding an offering bowl in
the left hand
The figure terminating on a round base with the lower portion
carved as a pole
Heavy black and encrusted ritual patina of use
Mounted on a stepped black wooden base
Height: 105 cm
Provenance: ex-Collection Jo & Sol Levitt, New York

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 3,000.00
€ 6,000.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-116
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117 | Namchi, Fertility Doll, Cameroon
Wood, beads
Namchi peoples, Cameroon
Of typical form with massive shoulders and elongated torso
with wide hips
Outstretched arms with elbows down and hands out and legs
akimbo
The elongated neck surmounted by a small head with a
central crested coiffure
The lower torso and neck wrapped with strands of colorful
beads
Rich glossy honey brown patina of use
Height: 33 cm
Good condition
Provenance: ex-collection Carl and Wilma Zabel, Fort Lee,
New Jersey, USA

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 1,500.00
€ 3,000.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-117

118 | Namchi, Fertility Doll, Cameroon
Wood, beads, fiber, human hair
Namchi peoples, Cameroon
Highly schematic body with bead extensions as arms, a
small square head and elongated neck
The eyes inlaid with beads and the head fitted with a lock of
hair
Scarifications on the cheeks
Strands of white and black miniature beads around the neck
Dry patina of use
Mounted on a square wooden base
Height: 22 cm
Good condition
Provenance: ex-collection Bernd Muhlack, Kiel

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 400.00
€ 800.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-118
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119 | Zaramo, Fertility Doll ‘Mwana Hiti’, Tanzania
Wood
Zaramo peoples, Tanzania
Of typically abstracted form
Slightly tapering cylindrical torso on a flared base with
protruding breasts and navel
Atop the featureless head a crested coiffure with central
groove
An exceptionally large example with deep rich reddish brown
patina of use
Height: 20 cm
Good condition
Provenance: Private Collection, Heidelberg
Object is regular taxed. 19% VAT is added to the purchase
price for deliveries within the EU.

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 450.00
€ 900.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-119

120 | Tabwa, Doll, Tanzania
Wood
Tabwa peoples, southern riverside of Lake Tanganyika,
Tanzania
Cylindrical body, without arms or legs, with three small
knobs to indicate the nipples and navel
Large head with expressive oval eyes, flanked by c-shaped
ears
The top of the head with a small round cavity
The torso and face with scarifications
Dark brown glossy patina of use
Height: 17.5 cm
Good condition
Provenance: ex-collection Bernd Muhlack, Kiel, Germany

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 900.00
€ 1,800.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-120
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121 | Soudanese Headrest, 19th C.
Wood
Soudan, 19th century
Of simple, functional form
A circular base with cylindrical central column and curved
head support atop
Very dry white-blond patina of age
Height: 17.5 cm
Good condition
Provenance: Old Colonial Collection; collected circa 1890
during the Boer Wars

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 200.00
€ 400.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-121

122 | Crow Beaded Hide Rifle Scabbard, North America, Late 19th C.
Natural brain tanned and fringed deer hide, red trade cloth,
glass beads
Crow peoples (Absaroke), North America, late 19th century
Of tapering form
Sewn sinew with applied beads in colors of white, blue,
green, red and yellow around the butt and tip
Applied strips of red wool trade cloth
Traditional Crow multicolored geometric designs
Fringed at top and bottom
Length: approx. 101 cm (without fringes)
Provenance: owned by an American family until circa
1925/1930; thereafter bequeathed to the aunt of the present
owner and thence by descent

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 3,000.00
€ 6,000.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-122
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123 | Remojadas, Figure of a Priest in Ceremonial Regalia, Mexico
Ceramic, pigment
Remojadas culture, Veracruz, Mexico, circa 450-750 AD
Standing figure on short legs, the arms to the sides of the
body and the hands resting on thighs
Oval eyes, triangular nose and open mouth
Dressed in an ornate cape-like garment with tassels and
bows
Elaborate headgear with protruding ornaments
The wrists and ankles adorned with tied bracelets
Black ritual paint covering the legs, arms and face
The reverse with square opening to the back and head
Height: 74.5 cm
Provenance: acquired at gallery Art des Amériques, Paris in
the 1980s

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 20,000.00
€ 40,000.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-123

124 | Diquis, Large Idol, Costa Rica, c. 1000-1500 AD
Grayish beige volcanic stone
Diquis culture, Period VI, Costa Rica, circa 1000-1500 AD
Depiction of a shaman transforming into a jaguar
Stylized v-shaped body tapering into a peg base
Rectangular gaps separating arms and legs
Round head with coffee bean eyes, flat nose, square mouth
showing fangs and large ears
Splayed fingers and toes evoking the claws of a jaguar
Mounted on a metal base
Height: 45 cm
Good state of preservation
Provenance: acquired in Paris in the 1960s

Starting price
Estimated value

€ 2,400.00
€ 5,000.00

Detailed description of the object:
auctionata.com/auction-275/lot-124
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ABOUT AUCTIONATA
Auctionata is a classic auction house, which for the first time brings all the thrill of the auction room to
life for everyone online. An experienced team of international experts, state-licensed auctioneers, highly
experienced professionals and a patented real-time auction system provide you with many benefits.

BERLIN

NEW YORK

Auctionata AG

Auctionata

Kurfürstendamm 212

The Fuller Building

D-10719 Berlin, Germany

595 Madison Avenue, 5th Floor
New York, NY 10022

Business Registration Number: 143468 B
Commerical Court Berlin-Charlottenburg

Phone: 212-899-1750

UID-Number: DE295683843
Phone: +49 (0) 30 98 32 02 21
E-mail: info@auctionata.com

The company is represented by its board of directors: A. Zacke, G. Untersalmberger, J. Thiel, S. Zacke and
C. Schminke | Chairman of the supervisory board is Dr. Christian Nagel
Office of Public Order: Charlottenburg-Wilmersdorf, Hohenzollerndamm 174-177, 10713 Berlin
Place of execution: Havelchaussee 161, 14055 Berlin | Offical authorization for auctioneering according
to Section 34b German Industrial Code (GewO) given by the Office of Public Order CharlottenburgWilmersdorf Berlin (Gz. Ord A 120).
Publisher: Auctionata AG
All rights reserved | Errors and misprints reserved.
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BID INCREMENTS
AT AUCTION

HOW HIGH MUST THE NEXT BID BE?
You’ll find bid increments for items up to the value of 4,000,000 euros in the table below. Bid increments are
used by our auctioneers to set the next bid. They apply to every auction on Auctionata.
The current bid on an item is 100 euros. As shown in the table below, bids of between 100 to 190 euros
must be raised by 10 euros. Therefore the auctioneer sets the next bid at 110 euros.

BIDS FROM

BID INCREMENT

BIDS FROM

BID INCREMENT

€

10

+€

1

€ 10,000

+€

1,000

€

20

+€

2

€ 20,000

+€

2,000

€

40

+€

5

€ 40,000

+€

5,000

€ 100

+ € 10

€ 100,000		

+ € 10,000

€ 200

+ € 20

		€ 200,000

+ € 20,000

€ 400

+ € 50

		€ 400,000

+ € 50,000

€ 1,000

+ € 100

		€ 1,000,000

+ € 100,000

€ 2,000

+ € 200

		€ 2,000,000

+ € 200,000

€ 4,000

+ € 500

		€ 4,000,000

+ € 500,000
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WRITTEN PURCHASE ORDER
Please return this form to

Post: Auctionata AG, Kurfürstendamm 212, 10719 Berlin, Germany
Phone: +49 30 983 202 21 | Fax: +49 30 208 980 101 | E-mail: vorgebot@auctionata.com

Name, First name
Street, Street number
Post code, City
Phone/Mobile number
Fax number, Email address
(hereinafter referred to as „Client“) to Auctionata AG, Kurfürstendamm 212, 10719 Berlin, Germany, represented by the Board
of Directors, Alexander Zacke, Georg Untersalmberger, Jan Thiel, Susanne Zacke and Christoph Schminke (hereinafter
referred to as „Auctionata“) regarding the auction No. ___ with respect to the following goods and to the following conditions:
Catalogue No.

Title 		

						

Purchase limit in €

Notice: The purchase limit must be at least the amount of the starting price and shall only then be exhausted if there is
another bidder. If there is not another bidder, the Client receives the acceptance of the winning bid at the starting price. All
bids are to be understood plus buyer`s premium (incl. VAT) and possibly shipping and shipping insurance costs and the
contribution to the resale royalty right (plus VAT). The amount of the buyer`s premium is calculated as follows:
At a hammer price
up to 1.000.000,00 Euro: 23,80% (incl. VAT)
between 1.000.000,01 Euro and 2.000.000,00 Euro
		 23,80% (incl. VAT) for the (partial) amount of 1.000.000,00 Euro
		 17,85% (incl. VAT) for the (partial) amount between 1.000.000,01 Euro and 2.000.000,00 Euro
more than 2.000.000,01 Euro
		 23,80% (incl. VAT) for the (partial) amount of 1.000.000,00 Euro
		 17,85% (incl. VAT) for the (partial) amount between 1.000.000,01 Euro and 2.000.000,00 Euro
		 14,28% (incl. VAT) for the (partial) amount beginning with 2.000.000,01 Euro
The Written Purchase Order shall be governed by the Terms and Conditions of Auctionata. The Terms and Conditions of
Auctionata are part of the commissioning of Auctionata by the client. The client agrees with his signature that he has taken
note of the terms and conditions of Auctionata and that he agrees with them. Auctionata is exempt from the restrictions set
forth in Sec. 181 of the German Civil Code (BGB).

Place, Date

Client
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ANNEX TO THE

WRITTEN PURCHASE ORDER
Please return this form to

Post: Auctionata AG, Kurfürstendamm 212, 10719 Berlin, Germany
Phone: +49 30 983 202 21 | Fax: +49 30 208 980 101 | E-mail: vorgebot@auctionata.com
Catalogue No.

Place, Date

Title 		

						

Purchase limit in €

Client
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BIDS PER TELEPHONE
Please return this form and a passport copy to

Post: Auctionata AG, Kurfürstendamm 212, 10719 Berlin, Germany
Phone: +49 30 983 202 21 | Fax: +49 30 208 980 101 | E-mail: vorgebot@auctionata.com

Name, First name
Street, Street number
Post code, City
Phone/Mobile number
Fax number, Email address
(hereinafter referred to as „Client“) to Auctionata AG, Kurfürstendamm 212, 10719 Berlin, Germany, represented by the Board
of Directors, Alexander Zacke, Georg Untersalmberger, Jan Thiel, Susanne Zacke and Christoph Schminke (hereinafter
referred to as „Auctionata“) regarding the auction No. ___ with respect to the following goods and to the following conditions:
Catalogue No.

Title 		

						

Notice: If Auctionata cannot reach the Client during the auction, Auctionata will bid up to the starting price for him. If no
one else bids on the corresponding goods, then the Client shall automatically receive the winning bid at the starting price.
All bids are to be understood plus buyer`s premium (incl. VAT) and possibly shipping and shipping insurance costs and the
contribution to the resale royalty right (plus VAT). The amount of the buyer`s premium is calculated as follows:
At a hammer price
up to 1.000.000,00 Euro: 23,80% (incl. VAT)
between 1.000.000,01 Euro and 2.000.000,00 Euro
		 23,80% (incl. VAT) for the (partial) amount of 1.000.000,00 Euro
		 17,85% (incl. VAT) for the (partial) amount between 1.000.000,01 Euro and 2.000.000,00 Euro
more than 2.000.000,01 Euro
23,80% (incl. VAT) for the (partial) amount of 1.000.000,00 Euro
		 17,85% (incl. VAT) for the (partial) amount between 1.000.000,01 Euro and 2.000.000,00 Euro
		 14,28% (incl. VAT) for the (partial) amount beginning with 2.000.000,01 Euro
With the signature on this form the Client declares his consent to aforementioned commissioning of Auctionata. Bids per
Telephone shall be governed by the Terms and Conditions of Auctionata. The Terms and Conditions of Auctionata are part
of the commissioning of Auctionata by the client. The client agrees with his signature that he has taken note of the terms
and conditions of Auctionata and that he agrees with them. Auctionata is exempt from the restrictions set forth in Sec. 181
of the German Civil Code (BGB).

Place, Date

Client
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ANNEX TO THE ORDER FORM
FOR TELEPHONE BIDS

Please return this form and a passport copy to

Post: Auctionata AG, Kurfürstendamm 212, 10719 Berlin, Germany
Phone: +49 30 983 202 21 | Fax: +49 30 208 980 101 | E-mail: vorgebot@auctionata.com
Catalogue No.

Place, Date

Title 		

						

Client
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EXCERPT FROM THE

TERMS AND CONDITIONS
Please send only the countersigned order form
back to Auctionata by post, fax or e-mail!
4. Participation in an auction
4.1 As a rule, items can be purchased at auction by participating in the auction in Auctionata’s auction room. The customer may
participate in an auction in person through his presence in the Auctionata auction room, (although the number of participants may
be limited by Auctionata,) or may be represented at the auction. The customer may also participate in the auction via means of
communication such as letter, fax, telephone, email, or his user account on the Auctionata website.
4.2 Online absentee bids, written purchase orders and bids by telephone shall constitute a commissioning of Auctionata by the
customer to place bids on his behalf and to enter into a purchase agreement with Auctionata if he places the winning bid. In this
respect, the customer authorizes Auctionata to place bids on his behalf and to enter into the purchase agreement resulting from
the winning bid. In this respect, Auctionata is granted an exception from the provision of Section 181 of the German Civil Code
(BGB) by the customer.
a) The following shall apply to online absentee bids and written purchase orders (together referred to as “purchase orders” or 		
referred to singularly as “purchase order”):
•

Auctionata shall remain free to reject requests or to cancel accepted requests up until the winning bid is accepted at its own
discretion

•

Commissioning shall always be restricted to the item specified in the order form (in accordance with the specified lot number)
and the specified maximum purchasing limit (i.e. the maximum price to be bid)

•

The maximum purchasing limit must not be lower than the starting price. The maximum purchasing limit will only be exhausted if there is another bidder. If no one else bids on the relevant item, the customer’s bid will automatically be accepted at the
starting price. To clarify: The specified maximum purchasing limit relates only to the purchase price excluding the buyer’s
premium, contribution to the resale royalty right , shipping and shipping insurance costs and statutory VAT; Auctionata shall
charge extra for these in accordance with figure 8.1

•

The order form may not be used to communicate other messages to Auctionata going beyond the distinct purchase order.
 nder no circumstances will Auctionata take messages of this kind noted on purchase orders into account. Auctionata reserU
ves the right to reject the purchase order in such cases

•

The customer may cancel the purchase order in writing (fax, letter, email) up to 72 hours before the auction begins without
c iting reasons. Such cancellation is permissible up to 72 hours before the auction begins. Cancellation later than 72 before
the auction begins, or after the auction has begun, is excluded in principle; it may be permitted in individual cases at the
discretion of Auctionata, however. In cases of cancellation, Auctionata shall be entitled to charge an administration fee in
accordance with the schedule of fees for the Auction for each item specified in the purchase order

•

If, despite having submitted a purchase order, the customer wishes to bid in the Auction simultaneously by using his user
account or by telephone, for example, he or she must inform Auctionata of this in writing (fax, letter or email) at least 24 hours
before the start of the Auction. If the customer does not comply with his announcement, Auctionata shall be entitled to carry
out the order as stipulated in the order form

b) The following shall apply to bids by telephone:
•

Auctionata shall remain free to reject requests or to cancel accepted requests up until the winning bid is accepted at its own
discretion

•

Commissioning shall always be restricted to the item specified in the order form (in accordance with the specified lot number)

•

Auctionata will contact the customer by telephone before the items specified in the order form are auctioned using the contact
details provided by the customer. If Auctionata is unable to make contact, despite having made three attempts to do so, Auctionata will implement the order concerning the items specified in the order form in the same way as a written purchase order,
i.e. Auctionata will place bids up to the starting price. If no one else bids on the relevant item, the customer’s bid will auto-
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matically be accepted at the starting price. To clarify: The winning bid at the starting price relates only to the purchase price
excluding the buyer’s premium, contribution to the resale royalty right, shipping and shipping insurance costs and statutory
VAT; Auctionata shall charge extra for these in accordance with figure 8.1
•

During the telephone conversation, the telephone bidder must state that he or she accepts these general terms and conditions and has acknowledged the auction announcements. The conversation may be recorded by Auctionata for documenta
tion purposes; the caller will be informed of this in advance. Auctionata reserves the right to reject bids placed by telephone
or to make the consideration of a bid conditional upon the payment of a deposit or a creditworthiness check

•

The rules for purchase orders shall apply by analogy

4.3 During the auction, bids from customers present in the auction room, but also bids placed via communication means such as
letter, fax, telephone, email or the user account on Auctionata’s website will be considered, which may result in a bidding process
between the bids placed in the auction room and the written purchase order placed, for example, but also between two written
purchase order or a bid placed by telephone or via the user account on Auctionata’s website. Auctionata reserves the right to do
not to accept bids or bids or to make the consideration of a bid dependent upon a down payment and/or the provision of security
or credit report information.
4.4 Only verified customers are allowed to participate in an auction.
4.5 In the case that technical problems prevent the continuation of an already running auction the following shall apply:
•

All winning bids that were made before the arising of the technical problems shall remain valid

•

All items from a weekly auction which have not yet been auctioned off shall be auctioned off at a later point in time

•

If a special auction is affected, the auction shall be continued at a later point in time. All persons who were in the auction room
at the time that the auction was suspended or have used communication means such as letter, fax, telephone, email or the
user account on Auctionata’s website shall be notified of the new time for the auction in writing via email and the time for the
new auction shall be published one week in advance on the website www.auctionata.com

8. Prices
8.1 On top of the purchase price determined by the winning bid, Auctionata will charge the buyer’s premium, contribution to the
resale royalty right (where applicable), shipping and shipping insurance costs and statutory VAT. Therefore, bids placed for items
during an auction shall always relate to a price excluding the buyer’s premium, contribution to the resale royalty right, shipping
and shipping insurance costs and statutory VAT. The same applies to the prices stated in the auction catalog. Further information
about the purchase price can be found in the List of Fees for Buyers, whereupon the respective current version shall apply.
8.2 Further information about shipping and shipping insurance costs can be found in the List of Fees for Buyers, whereupon the
respective current version shall apply. These costs shall not apply if collection of the goods has been agreed to in writing (email
shall suffice) with Auctionata in exceptional cases. Deliveries to non-EU countries are subject to additional custom duties and
import tax. Further Information to custom duties and import tax can for example be found here:
http://www.zoll.de/DE/Home/home_node.html;jsessionid=BA5864B4CA08BA56593274FD649E3105
8.3 The contribution to the resale royalty right refers to the legal obligation for the resale royalty in case of the resale of fine arts and
photographs in the art market. The goods affected will be labeled accordingly in the auction catalog. Further information about the
contribution to the resale royalty right can be found in the Overview of Fees for Buyers, whereupon the respective current version
shall apply.

Excerpt from the Overview of Fees:
Cancellation fee for the cancellation of written or telephoned purchase orders up to 72 hours before an auction:
In principle, for the cancellation of such orders, a lump-sum expense amount of 119.00 euros (100 euros plus the statutory VAT)
must be paid per item. As a rule, it is not possible to withdraw bids later than 72 hours before the beginning of an auction or during
the auction. The auctioneer shall, in his own discretion, decide what exceptions will be allowed. In principle, in the event that such an
exception is allowed, a lump-sum expense amount of 238.00 euros (200.00 euros plus the statutory VAT) must be paid per item.
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